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NCR Activity
We’ve established an HRRR Committee. We elected Sister Linda Delaney chair of our
committee
Linda has taken on an active role in her capacity as A/NVP supporting members at
ESDC. IRCC and the IRB to her credit she’s also taken on role in mental health support
Our women's committee held a training event facilitated by the Ottawa women’s rape
crisis centre. An amazing event. The facilitators really hit the mark. Recommend
national entertain hosting for the NE.
We've elected a new regional chief shop steward. Matt Gorley
We raised eyebrows in the region with our “sh*t just got real”. campaign which must say
got people talking Not just management other unions as well
We’ve partaken in consultative meetings with branch executive heads in regards to
potential impacts on members regarding restructuring in their respective branches.
Impacts as result of modernization, as well as essential services proposals and have
assisted national in evaluations given the program knowledge and expertise
We’ve been championing membership services issues for nine months. Still as yet to be
resolved. Unacceptable PSAC shame
We’ve piloted review of all outstanding NCR grievances and are working with locals in
mitigating and addressing each one in order to address and resolve
We are saddened that the PSAC rejected classification grievances which impacted many
members. Many of these members counted on PSAC support
We held our fall conference and must admit was a respectful positive well received
productive event
Was ill and could not attend the NE fall event due to health issues
But am here and will continue to be
Finally. I want CEIU and this region’s executives to be cognizant this region functions
because some people give all of their spare time working up to 18 hours a day to ensure
locals get support and members get represented. On top of regional responsibilities
making sure obligations are met and that this regions NVP has support in tackling and
meeting his respective obligations as well

Thank you to A/NVP Dan Carrière. It has been one hell of a six months on behalf of your
NVP, CEIU and Regional Council. Thank you.
In closing, we’re looking at forming CEIU first regional cannabis committee and will be
seeking national funding ( kidding) I believe BC would support
With respect and solidarity comrades
JLP (Jacques Perrin)
NVP for NCR

